Neurobiological theories of spatial cognition developed with respect to recording data from relatively small and/or simplistic environments compared to animals' natural habitats. It has been unclear how to extend theoretical models to large or complex spaces. Complementarily, in autonomous systems technology, applications have been growing for distributed control methods that scale to large numbers of low-footprint mobile platforms. Animals and many-robot groups must solve common problems of navigating complex and uncertain environments. Here, we introduce the NeuroSwarms control framework to investigate whether adaptive, autonomous swarm control of minimal artificial agents can be achieved by direct analogy to neural circuits of rodent spatial cognition. NeuroSwarms analogizes agents to neurons and swarming groups to recurrent networks. We implemented neuron-like agent interactions in which mutually visible agents operate as if they were reciprocally connected place cells in an attractor network. We attributed a phase state to agents to enable patterns of oscillatory synchronization similar to hippocampal models of theta-rhythmic (5-12 Hz) sequence generation. We demonstrate that multi-agent swarming and reward-approach dynamics can be expressed as a mobile form of Hebbian learning and that NeuroSwarms supports a single-entity paradigm that directly informs theoretical models of animal cognition. We present emergent behaviors including phase-organized rings and trajectory sequences that interact with environmental cues and geometry in large, fragmented mazes. Thus, NeuroSwarms is a model artificial spatial system that integrates autonomous control and theoretical neuroscience to potentially uncover common principles to advance both domains.
Introduction
Rodent spatial cognition has been extensively studied in nonnaturalistic environments such as linear or circular tracks, radial arm mazes, and T-mazes, or small open-field arenas such as squares or cylinders of approximately 1-2 m 2 area. Such conditions have allowed individual place fields of hippocampal pyramidal neurons (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971) and the activity of other spatial cells (Knierim 2006; Moser et al. 2008; Savelli et al. 2008; Poulter et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018 ) to be exquisitely controlled and analyzed, leading to a detailed neural coding account of distributed representations that subserve spatial learning, memory, and planning in mammals including humans (O'Keefe and Nadel 1978; Moser and Paulsen 2001; Knierim and Hamilton 2011; Monaco and Abbott 2011; Pfeiffer and Foster 2013; Hartley et al. 2014; Burgess 2014; Schiller et al. 2015; Foster 2017; Bellmund et al. 2018; Kunz et al. 2019 ). However, the multiplicity of Poisson-distributed hippocampal place fields exposed in larger environments (Fenton et al. 2008; Rich et al. 2014 ) and species differences in mapping 3-dimensional contexts (Yartsev and Ulanovsky 2013; Casali et al. 2019) suggest that large and/or complex environments are the next frontier in understanding spatial navigation.
Computational models of rodent spatial networks have typically emulated the restricted environments of experimental studies (for computational efficiency, ease of analysis, and compatibility with published data). Despite these limitations, recent theoretical results have demonstrated the importance of sensory and cortical feedback in stabilizing and shaping hippocampal place cell and entorhinal grid cell representations Poll et al. 2016; Rennó-Costa and Tort 2017; Ocko et al. 2018) ; this relationship has been supported by experimental approaches to the animals' own active sensing behaviors such as lateral head scanning (Monaco et al. 2014; Yadav and Doreswamy 2017) and closed-loop control of orienting distal cues (Jayakumar et al. 2019) . Additionally, extending theoretical frameworks such as attractor maps (Zhang 1996; Tsodyks 1999; Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997; Knierim and Zhang 2012) to large spaces has shown increased network capacities for computation and memory (Hedrick and Zhang 2016) . Thus, extending theory to large or complex environments may require closedloop integration of sensory information with internal spatial maps.
Complementary to animal studies, investigating artificial spatial systems comprising virtual and/or robotic mobile agents may help to elucidate spatial cognitive computations in naturalistic contexts (Hasselmo 2018; Tomov et al. 2018; Savelli and Knierim 2019; Gaussier et al. 2019) . Artificial networks trained on path integration spontaneously produced grid cell-like patterns (Cueva and Wei 2018; Banino et al. 2018 ), suggesting a possible link to shared neurocomputational principles (n.b., Savelli and Knierim 2018) . Additionally, the neural representations of the hippocampus and related structures have motivated several approaches to spatial mapping, planning, and navigation for robotic platforms (Milford et al. 2004; Cuperlier et al. 2007; Milford and Wyeth 2008; Barrera and Weitzenfeld 2008) . These neuromimetic models have relied on the representations of place cells, head direction cells, border cells, and/or grid cells to drive spatial computations in support of single-platform robotic control (Milford et al. 2010; Tejera et al. 2018; Kreiser et al. 2018; Balaji et al. 2019; Gaussier et al. 2019 ). It has remained unclear how the spatiotemporal dynamics of these neural representations might reciprocally inform advances in autonomous control.
Biomimetic approaches have been applied to swarming problems, which require collective behaviors to accomplish spatially distributed tasks. One such approach, inspired by animal groups with oscillatory communication patterns, was generalized as the 'swarmalators' formalism O'Keeffe et al. 2017) , in which an agent's internal phase is governed by local Kuramoto synchronization and swarming attraction and repulsion are phase-coupled. However, swarmalator systems naturally relax to static states or simple cycling behaviors (ibid.). Thus, we investigated how the spatiotemporal dynamics of hippocampal circuits might drive useful exploratory or navigational behaviors in distributed groups of mobile oscillators via swarming. Hippocampal phenomena that have been theorized to support biological spatial cognition include (1) self-stabilizing activity patterns in attractor map networks and (2) temporal-phase organization relative to a global oscillation. We demonstrate that attractor dynamics and phase-based organization can be driven, in parallel, by a form of Hebbian learning modified to operate on, and indirectly control, inter-agent distances. While attractor dynamics have been demonstrated for lowlevel mechanical control (Nurzaman et al. 2015) and spatial mapping (Milford et al. 2004; Milford and Wyeth 2008) , we show that attractor dynamics can also be recruited as a highlevel navigational control. Further, our link from learning to swarming is a fast online process, unlike pre-trained or slowly adapting neural network controllers.
In this paper, we introduce the NeuroSwarms controller framework with analogies to neuroscience and an example implementation (Sect. 2). The following sections present emergent swarming behaviors in simulations of a fragmented and heterogeneous environment (Sect. 3.1), demonstrate NeuroSwarms operating in a single-entity paradigm that can be studied to provide insights into animal spatial cognition (Sect. 3.2), evaluate reward-approach behaviors in a large hairpin maze (Sect. 3.3), and discuss implications for autonomous systems design and spatial cognition in large, complex environments (Sect. 4). Thus, the neurodynamics of hippocampal function may reveal a path toward decentralized self-organization for future applications of autonomous swarming.
Models and methods

Model analogy: swarms as spatial neuron circuits
Hippocampal place cells fire within a contiguous region of the animal's local environment, or 'place field' (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971) . Our key realization was that an individual agent could be represented as a spatial neuron (e.g., a place cell) whose preferred location, or place field, indicates the agent's desired position in the environment. It follows that a multi-agent group would be analogous to a neuronal network (e.g., the recurrently connected place cells of hippocampal subregion CA3). Connections between neurons may be characterized by the 'synaptic weight' that acts as a multiplicative gain on neuronal inputs. We further suppose Conceptual schematic and theoretical neuroscientific inspiration for the NeuroSwarms controller. a An artificial spatial system of mobile virtual or robotic agents communicate over sparse recurrent channels (bottom) just as spatial neurons in biological neural circuits produce reverberating activity patterns that reflect energy minima in the dynamical state-space of the system (e.g., fixed-point attractors; top; adapted from Knierim and Zhang 2012) . b Example simulation of the spatial self-organization of an activity bump on an attractor map. In an attractor map network, the environment is represented by a continuum of loca-tions with overlapping place fields, leading to network connectivity that produces self-reinforcing spatial activity patterns. Adapted from Zhang (1996) . c Schematic of a minimal model of temporal-phase coding in which an excitatory external input (green) is rhythmically modulated by a continuous inhibitory oscillation (blue) such as the hippocampal theta rhythm. Adapted from Monaco et al. (2019a) as permitted by the CC-BY 4.0 International License (creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) (color figure online) that mutually visible agent pairs are reciprocally connected and that the distance between them maps to the symmetric synaptic weight of those connections. Consequently, relative agent motion with respect to environmental geometry corresponds to changes in connectivity and weights. Thus, a spatial configuration of the group constitutes an attractor map network (Zhang 1996; Tsodyks 1999; Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997) and relative motion (i.e., swarming) constitutes learning based on synaptic modification (Hebb 1949; Oja 1982) . Figure 1a illustrates the analogy of a swarm of robotic platforms that form synapse-like connections and network-like collective behaviors, such as fixed-point attractors.
Hippocampal mechanisms
Self-stabilizing attractor maps
Place fields are thought to collectively form cognitive maps (O'Keefe and Nadel 1978) that are stabilized (at least in part) via attractor dynamics, such as fixed points or con-tinuous manifolds of the network energy surface, that drive activity toward low-dimensional spatial or task representations ( Fig. 1b ; Knierim and Zhang 2012) . Attractor map models have shown that recurrent connectivity between place cells with nonlinear integration of inputs is nearly sufficient to achieve stable spatial attractors (Zhang 1996; Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997; Tsodyks 1999) . For instance, a ratebased network following
where r i is the rate of unit i, I i is the unit's total input, and g is a sigmoidal nonlinearity, only further requires that the recurrent weights J i j encode the degree of place-field overlap between units (i.e., the strength of learned spatial associations). Such an encoding follows from a kernel function of field-center distances, e.g.,
where x k is the field-center position of unit k, σ is the Gaussian scale constant, and A and B determine the strength of local excitation vs. long-range inhibition, respectively. While this formulation violates Dale's law, it illustrates the typical parsimony of attractor map models (Tsodyks 1999) . A network constructed from (1) and (2) supports self-organization of its activity into a singular, contiguous 'bump' that emerges as the network relaxes ( Fig. 1b ; Zhang 1996) . The activity bump can then respond to input changes due to, e.g., movement through the environment or internal processing. These conditions are encapsulated by the NeuroSwarms analogy (Sect. 2.1).
Oscillatory phase coding
Spatial activity in the rodent hippocampal formation is strongly modulated by the prominent theta (5-12 Hz) rhythm during active behaviors (Vanderwolf 1969; Buzsáki 2005) .
In place cells, this modulation produces 'theta-phase precession,' a monotonic advance in spike timing from late to early within each theta cycle that may support precise spatial coding and sequence learning (O'Keefe and Recce 1993; Jensen and Lisman 2000; Foster and Wilson 2007; Drieu et al. 2018) . Recently, we discovered a novel class of spatial phasecoding neurons, termed 'phaser cells,' that were located in a major subcortical target of hippocampal output (Monaco et al. 2019a) . In contrast to phase precession, we found that theta phase was symmetrically coupled to firing rate in phaser cell recordings, suggesting that an intrinsic phasecoding mechanism transforms spatial information into theta phase (ibid.). This phase-coding mechanism is consistent with a minimal model of input-driven oscillators ( Fig. 1c ), which we have implemented as Eq. (12) in our NeuroSwarms model (Sect. 2.4).
Internal place fields for swarm control
There are two reasons why neural swarming control should decouple physical location from internal self-localization. First, the multiplicity of agents is a qualitative difference with brain circuits; every place cell in a biological network operates for the same agent (e.g., the rat). Given the analogy of agents to neurons ( Fig. 1a 
NeuroSwarms: mobile oscillatory Hebbian learning
In this section, we develop an oscillatory learning model for a group of N s mobile agents according to our motivating analogy (Sect. 2.1; see Sect. 4). We emphasize that the Neu-roSwarms framework encompasses the concept of swarming as learning as expressed above; the particular model that we present here is one example. Following the Gaussian attractor map kernel from (2), we explicitly relate a recurrent weight matrix W ∈ R N s ×N s , prior to learning-based updates, to swarm state via
for inter-agent visibility V ∈ {0, 1} N s ×N s , inter-agent distances D, and spatial constant σ . To provide environmental interactions, we consider a minimal reward-approach mechanism for a set of N r reward coordinates that serve as attractive locations. Thus, we relate a feedforward weight matrix W r ∈ R N s ×N r , prior to learning-based updates, to swarm state via
for agent-reward visibility V r ∈ {0, 1} N s ×N r , agent-reward distances D r , and spatial constant κ. The reward weights are based on an exponential kernel to allow for long-range approach behaviors. As inputs, we consider that each agent's internal place field derives from the conjunction of sensory cue inputs related to a preferred location. We define N c sensory cues with inputs c ∈ R N s ×N c following
for reward k and integration time constant τ r . Unlike sensory cues, all agents respond equally to rewards when visible. We define recurrent inputs q ∈ R N s ×N s ,
to agent i from agent j with integration time constant τ q and internal phase θ . We chose to implement the phase coupling of the recurrent swarming input in (7) as the cosine of phase differences between pairs of agents (cf. O'Keeffe et al. 2017).
The cosine provides an even and circularly periodic function of phase similarity for synchrony-driven attraction (via positive input values) or repulsion (via negative input values) in conjunction with the learning process below. We consider net inputs to each agent as gain-modulated and visibility-normalized quantities for sensory cue inputs,
reward inputs,
and recurrent swarming inputs,
with the constraint that g c , g r , and g s sum to 1. For example, the net cue input I c in (8) is a temporally smoothed, weighted fraction of visible cues that are preferred by each agent. Thus, place-field size is determined by the relative cue richness of the environment: More cues will tend to increase heterogeneity and spatial selectivity. Because the net inputs are bounded in (8)-(10), we apply linear rectification rather than a saturating nonlinearity (cf. (1)) to calculate activation
which is the remaining component needed to compute Hebbian (or any two-factor) learning. Additionally, the model agents are phase-coupled via (7), and thus, we consider that the activation p drives the internal phase state (see Sect. 4), e.g.,
where ω I sets the maximum increase in input-modulated angular frequency above the baseline frequency ω 0 . This mechanism, in which phase differences (7) drive activation (11) and synchronization (12), gives agents both place-cell-like spatial tuning (Sect. 2.2.1) and phaser-celllike phase coding (Sect. 2.2.2). The core of the NeuroSwarms controller comprises the learning-based updates to W and W r . A naïve Hebbian rule, such as dW i j = η p i q j , would cause weights to grow unbounded and, therefore, inter-agent distances to converge to zero. Instead, we calculate updated swarming weights W following
with simulation time step t and learning rate η, which effectively normalizes connection strengths to each agent according to Oja's rule (Oja 1982) . Likewise, we calculate updated reward weights W r following
These weight update rules impose, via the implicit normalization, a baseline level of depression of the weights and, equivalently, a baseline level of repulsion between agents that counteracts the tendency to synchronize and converge at the same locations (see Sect. 4).
Reward capture
In certain simulations, specified as having 'capturable' rewards, visited reward locations are remembered by an agent and the reward ceases to attract that agent. We implemented reward capture using the parameter d rad (Table 1 ) and the reward visibility matrix V r . For agent i and reward k, when the agent enters the contact radius, D r ik ≤ d rad , then we update V r ik ← 0 (multi-agent) or V r ·k ← 0 (single entity) and prevent subsequent updates. This causes agents to ignore the reward by forcing to zero the agent-reward weight (4), input (6), and weight updates (14).
NeuroSwarms motion control: closing the loop
To transform updated weights into swarm motion, the Neu-roSwarms controller attempts to drive the agents' kinematic states to the equivalent desired inter-agent distances, in effect replacing the typical attraction and repulsion fields of conventional swarming models (e.g., Gazi and Passino 2011) . The weights W and W r can be converted to desired distances D and D r by inverting the Gaussian swarming kernel of (3),
and the exponential reward kernel in (4),
respectively. To compute the resultant swarm motion, the desired positional offset of agent i is averaged across its visible neighbors, i.e., 
Likewise, the resultant reward-oriented motion is computed as the average
The net positional offset is calculated as a linear combination of the swarm-and reward-related offsets,
where α = 0.5 for all simulations presented. The remaining processing of x serves to embed the foregoing dynamics within simulations of complex or irregular 2-dimensional environments. First, our example environments (Fig. 2) of ∼ 500-point height (for arbitrary point units) were processed for wall proximity and normal vectors for all allowable interior locations. Thus, we calculated a barrier-aware positional offset x b as
for an exponential kernel β s = exp(−d/λ) of distances d to the nearest wall with a constant of λ = 20 points, and the normal vectors n s of the nearest wall. These offsets update the internal place-field locations x s ← x s + x b of each swarm agent. Second, agent locations are updated based on the instantaneous velocity needed for each agent to approach their internal field locations, v s = (x s − x)/ t, which is processed through a momentum filter,
with the actual velocity (prior to updating) v and coefficient μ, a speed-limiting nonlinearity based on a kinetic-energy maximum E max ,
where m is agent mass, and barrier awareness,
for proximity β and normal vectors n. Finally, agent locations are updated by x ← x + v t.
Single-entity simulations
To study NeuroSwarms behavior in the context of animal spatial cognition or single-platform robotics, our imple-mentation allows for singleton simulations analogous to conventional neural network models of spatial navigation. With minor adjustments, NeuroSwarms can operate with a single agent (i.e., N = 1) that owns a collection of 'virtual' (or 'cognitive') swarming particles (e.g., N s = 300) that guide the agent's spatial behavior. The distributed spatial behavior of the virtual swarm provides the agent with options for constructing its path through the environment. The dynamics of the virtual swarm are as described above up to (20) . An array V δ ∈ {0, 1} N s indicates which particles' positions are visible to the agent and serves to additionally mask the learning updates in (13) and (14). To produce motion, single-agent velocity is instead calculated using a cubic-activation-weighted average of the swarm,
prior to processing the environmental embedding of the agent's motion in (21)-(24). We tested several weightings of the activation term in (25), including linear, quadratic, cubic, and higher powers. We found that linear averages produced 'indecisive' behavior in the single agent, in which it could not consistently follow clusters of swarm particles. Cubic averages, however, achieved diffusive exploration of the environments; further analysis is needed, but we speculate that these dynamics require sufficient compression of low-activation units toward zero. Thus, the agent computes a path toward the most highly activated of the visible swarm particles.
NeuroSwarms simulations
Simulated environments (Fig. 2) contained fixed rewards and cues depicted as gold stars and purple shapes, respectively. Geometry was defined by a set of linear barrier segments (e.g., walls) that formed a closed shape defining an interior space of allowable agent positions. Simulations were initialized by setting all velocities, input signals, and activations to zero; randomly choosing internal phase states; randomly assigning agent positions to special initialization regions, termed 'spawn disks,' that we defined for each environment; and determining agent-cue preferences V c * (5) based on the cues that were visible from randomly chosen allowable locations. Random seeds were reused for simulations presented to compare parameter values, unless otherwise specified. Environments were specified as vector image files that defined reward, cue, and spawn disk locations. Unless noted, parameters were set to the default values displayed in Table 1 . The python source code will be available upon reasonable request. 
Emergent swarming behaviors
We designed the multi-reward arena (Fig. 2, left) to characterize emergent swarming and reward-approach behaviors, and the hairpin maze (Fig. 2, right) to assess behavioral adaptability in large, fragmented environments. We observed several emergent dynamical behaviors in simulations of both multiagent swarming and single-entity locomotion (Sect. 2, Methods). The most notable and persistent behaviors included the emergence of phase-sorted spatial formations such as line segments, rings, or concentric loops ( Fig. 3 ; Supplementary  Videos 1-3) . These behaviors were analogous in form to (1) the 'phase wave' states observed in certain swarmalator regimes (O'Keeffe et al. 2017; see Sect. 4) , and (2) the hippocampal phenomena of theta sequences and theta-rhythmic phase assemblies (Foster and Wilson 2007; Drieu et al. 2018) . Further, by inspection of simulation movies, we observed two dynamical features. First, agent subgroups forming line Video 1) . The internal place-field location of each agent is indicated by a small black dot (e.g., t = 1.26 s, black arrow). Phase sorting is indicated by sequentially ordered colors of the circle markers representing agent positions. A reward-centered phase ring was created (t = 9.71 s) with a decreasing diameter over time (t = 22.49 s and t = 24.32 s; magenta arrows). A phase-sorted line segment formed and moved around a corner (t = 22.49 s and t = 24.32 s; blue arrows). NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 1.5, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5; Table 1 . b A single-entity agent (larger green circle with green arrow) was guided by N s = 300 virtual particles (phase-colored dots; Supplementary Video 2). Swarm particles formed phase sequences leading the agent from the southwest corner to the reward location in the southeast corner of the arena by t = 20.3 s. NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 4, κ = 1.5, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5; Table 1 . c Steplike patterns of particles (orange arrows) appeared near rewards that were occluded from the perspective of the single agent (green arrows) by corners in the environmental geometry ( Supplementary Video 3) . While the agent became 'indecisive' around t = 10.24 s because it was pulled simultaneously in both directions, the agent ultimately found its way to the southeast reward by t = 16.74 s. NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 4, κ = 8, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5; Table 1 (color figure online) segments and rings continuously phase-synchronized in a shared oscillation that was independent from the absolute movement or rotation of the formation in space. Second, line or ring formations would often break apart and re-form new configurations that typically involved other agents or formations that were able to phase-synchronize with elements of the subgroup. These alternating disintegrative and aggregative dynamics may be consistent with analyses of persistent homologies in place-cell networks with transient connectivity (Babichev and Dabaghian 2017) . These spatiotemporal dynamics are evident across frame captures of multi-agent ( Fig. 3a; Supplementary Video 1 ) and single-entity ( Fig. 3b ; Supplementary Video 2) simulations. While phase-ordered groups could appear far from rewards (Fig. 3a , last two frames, blue arrows), swarm agents typically approached a reward location and formed a rotating ring centered on the reward position (Fig. 3a , southeast corner, last three frames). Such reward rings appeared in single-entity simulations, but the virtual swarm particles (Sect. 2.6.1) additionally exhibited particularly extended line segments that often traced out phase-ordered trajectory sequences; e.g., the agent followed an extended sequence to the reward located in the southeast corner (Fig. 3b , last two frames). Further, we observed that the size of reward rings decreased over time, reflecting a relaxation of phase and momentum given the centrally organizing reward location.
When the reward kernel's spatial scale κ (Table 1) was increased, streams of virtual swarm particles formed around distal rewards as the particles' motion was modulated by agent visibility interacting with the geometry of the environment. As shown in the first frame of Fig. 3c , a steplike pattern formed near the northwest reward location while a wavy pattern formed near the southeast reward location. Both virtual swarm formations presented path choices to the single agent located in the large central compartment of the arena. As expected (Sect. 2.6.1), virtual swarm particles that were not visible to the agent remained fixed in place due to masking of the weight updates in (13) and (14). In addition to single rings, double and even triple concentric loops of nested, non-overlapping, phase-sorted rings were observed in some simulations. An example of a double loop forming is shown in the southeast corner at t = 16.74 s ( Fig. 3c;  Supplementary Video 3) . Strikingly, we did not adapt or tune the NeuroSwarms controller design to observe these emergent behaviors; that is, we observed parameter regimes with these behaviors upon basic implementation of several abstractions of our neuroscience-based analogies for swarming (Sects. 2.1, 2.4). Further, these behaviors would be unexpected from conventional swarming algorithms (Gazi and Passino 2011) .
Reward-based behavior in a compartmented arena
To assess the spatial performance of NeuroSwarms, we examined the ability of single-entity behavior to find all three rewards in the multi-reward arena. We focused on the parameter constants governing the spatial scale of swarm (σ ;
(3)) and reward (κ; (4)) interactions (Table 1) and found (σ , κ) values for which the agent approached multiple rewards regardless of its initial location. Due to the random initialization of location within special circular regions that we refer to as 'spawn disks' (Sect. 2.7), we selected 40 simulations for analysis in which the agent was spawned in the southwest corner (as in Fig. 2, left) . The agent successfully captured one, two, or all three rewards in 11, 28, and 1 simulation(s) at elapsed times ranging from 4-108, 20-179, and ∼ 160 s, respectively. Frame captures of reward approaches are shown in Fig. 4a for the simulation in which all three rewards were found (Supplementary Video 4) . The ability of the agent to approach multiple fixed rewards over time was an emergent behavior: based on our NeuroSwarms implementation, we had predicted that the rewards would serve as stable attractors in the absence of additional mechanisms such as adaptation or reward learning. Indeed, we also observed simulations which failed to explore much of the environment after approaching a single reward location. For the same parameters but a different random seed than shown in Fig. 4a , a failed exploration occurred ( Fig. 4b; Supplementary Video 5) when the virtual particles split into two fixed-point, out-of-phase attractors that appeared to trap the agent.
To counter these unsuccessful equilibria, we added a 'reward capture' mechanism to the NeuroSwarms controller based on a minimum contact radius, d rad (Sect. 2.5; Table 1 ). This feature causes rewards to cease being attractive locations to the virtual swarm particles upon contact by the agent, thus releasing the agent from reward-related attractors before further exploration is prevented. Indeed, having capturable rewards with d rad = 12 points enabled a simulation that was otherwise identical to the failed case (Fig. 4b) to successfully navigate the arena to capture all three rewards (Fig. 4c ; Supplementary Video 6). Thus, a notion of reward adaptation or reward consumption may be crucial to achieving continuous exploration.
For the 40 single-entity simulations with fixed rewards, the bottom panel of Fig. 5a reveals strong attractors at the southeast and northwest corners of the arena associated with reward locations. To demonstrate the effect of the contact radius on exploration when rewards were capturable, the trajectories resulting from contact radii of 1, 4, 10, and 15 points are shown in the top row of Fig. 5a ; these values produced 1, 3, 8, and 30 (out of 40) simulated trajectories, respectively, that successfully contacted all three rewards (Fig. 5a, red traces) . In a few simulations, the single-entity agent spawned in the southwest corner, found the southeast reward first, and then later returned to the southwest corner in order to collect all three rewards; such a wandering trajectory suggests that the model might qualify as an ergodic system under these conditions, but that hypothesis would be appropriately addressed by future analytical studies. These results demonstrate that the sensitivity of reward capture modulates exploratory variability by mitigating the effect of reward-related attractors. Histograms of the time-to-capture profile across agent spawn sites and reward locations reflect the structure of the environment as well as the different possible sequences of reward contact (Fig. 5b) . Thus, the contact radius for capturable rewards exerted substantial control over the likelihood of the single-entity agent finding all rewards in the environment.
Behavioral reorganization in large hairpin mazes
A key challenge for swarm controllers is adapting online to dynamic environmental changes. We consider that a multicorridor hairpin maze encompasses adjacent spaces with potentially dissimilar properties (e.g., no reward vs. reward). Thus, as a proxy for dynamic environments, we examined adaptive behavioral changes for clusters of agents traversing hallways in a hairpin maze. This behavioral reorganization can be assessed by whether agents that spawned into no-reward hallways can nonetheless switch from random exploration to reward approach as they travel to rewarded hallways.
We examined multi-agent swarming dynamics in the hairpin maze under several conditions: pure swarming ( Fig. 6a;  Supplementary Video 7) ; swarming with sensory cue inputs ( Fig. 6b; Supplementary Video 8) ; and swarming with sensory cue inputs and reward approach ( Fig. 6c; Supplementary  Video 9) . The sample frames shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate the emergence of phase-ordered structures in each of these conditions with the clear distinction that tightly configured reward rings became prevalent when reward inputs were activated (Fig. 6c) . In that condition, it was clear that agents in the second and third hallways had difficulty navigating to other hallways with rewards. We hypothesized that this was due to the parity of swarming and reward input gains, Fig. 4 Single-entity reward-approach behavior with fixed or capturable rewards. The agent was initialized to the spawn disk in the southwest corner of the multi-reward arena. a A rare example in which the single agent (green circle) captured all three rewards when rewards were fixed (i.e., they remained attractive despite previous contact with the agent): southwest reward at ∼ 8.9 s, southeast reward at ∼ 33 s, and northwest reward at ∼ 160 s ( Supplementary Video 4) . Movie frames show the initial contacts with each reward (gold stars). NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 4, κ = 1.5, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5; Table 1 . b With the same parameters as (a) but initialized with a different random seed, this final frame of a simulation shows the converged state after the agent was attracted to the southwest corner and remained there for the duration (Supplementary Video 5) . The red ellipse highlights that the agent became stuck between two fixed-point attractors that formed through mutual phase-desynchronization. c With the identical parameters and random seed as (b), rewards were made to be 'capturable' at a minimum contact radius of d rad = 12 points (Sect. 2.5; Supplementary Video 6). Thus, rewards ceased to be attractive locations once the agent made initial contact. The agent captured the southwest reward at ∼ 5 s, the southeast reward at ∼ 27 s, and the northwest reward at ∼ 60 s. White stars indicate captured rewards. NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 4, κ = 1.5, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5, d rad = 12; Table 1  (color figure online) which perhaps overemphasized reward approach at the cost of exploration in highly partitioned environments. Thus, we simulated this condition with a bias for recurrent swarming input (i.e., g s in (10)) for both fixed rewards and capturable rewards with contact radius d rad = 10 points. Multi-agent trajectories for this enhanced exploratory regime are shown in Fig. 6d : With fixed rewards (top), the reward attractors dominate the dynamics and agents generally stayed within their initial hallways; with capturable rewards (bottom), there was substantial path variability across agents, spatial coverage increased (cf. the spiral patterns characteristic of agents' exits from reward locations after contact), and more agents were able to traverse one hallway to the next.
To assess the converged state of multi-agent dynamics in the hairpin maze, we simulated N = 300 agents for 300 s using the same parameters and fixed rewards as the top panel of Fig. 6d . Supplementary Video 10 shows the first 60 s of the simulation. The temporal progression of swarm state across the simulation frames presented in Fig. 7 shows distinct stages exhibited by the four initial clusters of the swarm. The two clusters that spawned in reward-free hallways eventually found their way around the barriers to adjacent hallways after milling in various line segment or ring formations for nearly a minute (Fig. 7) . All of the clusters successfully converged onto the three reward locations in the maze, but the two that traversed hallways left some agents behind. The progression of those swarm clusters from initial positions to ring/arc formations to linear trajectory sequences to fixed-point reward attractors illustrates a high degree of spontaneous adaptation to the circumstances in the hairpin maze. These dynamics were self-organized and emergent, providing behaviors that resulted in nearly complete convergence to reward locations. Fig. 4a ) and there was minimal variance in the exploratory paths taken by the agent in the other simulations (black traces). The dense sampling of the northwest and southeast reward location indicates these were strong attractors for the agent. With increasing contact radii of 1, 4, 10, or 15 points (top), exploratory variance increased, the reward attractors became relatively weaker, and higher proportions of agent trajectories successfully visited all three rewards (red traces). NeuroSwarms parameters: σ = 4, κ = 1.5, g c = 0.2, g r = 0.3, g s = 0.5. Gold stars: reward locations. b For 700 single-entity simulations with random initial agent locations and d rad = 15, histograms for each of the agent spawn locations (central, southeast, or southwest) display the time-to-capture profile of each of the three rewards. Neu-roSwarms parameters same as the top right panel of (a) (color figure  online) Thus, NeuroSwarms demonstrated autonomous spatial navigation to unknown, occluded, and remote rewards in a large and complex environment.
Discussion
We introduced the NeuroSwarms framework and an example model for studying neural control approaches to artificial autonomous swarming. We presented behaviors responding to environmental complexities such as multiple reward sites, remembered rewards, heterogeneous preferences for spatial sensory cues, and geometric constraints on visibility of cues, rewards, and other agents. We demonstrated that NeuroSwarms bridges artificial systems and theoretical models of animal spatial cognition. This reciprocity arises due to a single-entity paradigm in which the spatial behavior of a single agent is guided by an internal swarm of virtual, or 'cognitive,' particles. Both modes, multi-agent and single-entity, share the same underlying neural mechanisms (Sects. 2.4-2.6.1). Thus, advances in artificial systems may inform neurobiological theories of spatial cognition in large or complex environments.
Theoretical integration of neural dynamics and artificial swarming systems
Hebbian learning in neural network models typically increments or decrements a synaptic weight according to a learning rate and a measure of the activity correlation between the presynaptic (input) and the postsynaptic (output) neurons (Hebb 1949; Levy and Steward 1979; Oja 1982; Eichenbaum 2018) . For the NeuroSwarms controller, the conceptual similarity of the synaptic strength relation Example frames are shown for simulations with N = 300 agents in a rectangular environment (885 × 519 points including borders) partitioned into 5 hallways in a hairpin pattern. Three hallways contain rewards which are substantially occluded from the other maze sections. Emergent formations are indicated by arrows. a Frames from a pure swarming simulation, without reward or sensory cue influence (Supplementary Video 7). NeuroSwarms parameters: D max = 1.5, σ = 2, κ = 6.6, η = 1, η r = 0, g c = 0, g r = 0, g s = 1; Table 1 . b Frames from a simulation with 1:1 swarm/cue input gains but no reward influ-ence (Supplementary Video 8). NeuroSwarms parameters: D max = 1.5, σ = 2, κ = 6.6, η = 1, η r = 0, g c = 0.5, g r = 0, g s = 0.5; Table 1 . c Frames from a simulation with equalized swarm, reward and cue input gains (Supplementary Video 9). NeuroSwarms parameters: D max = 1.5, σ = 2, κ = 6.6, η s = 1, η r = 1, g c = g r = g s = 1/3; Table 1 . d Multi-agent trajectories are shown from two 80 s simulations: fixed rewards (top) and capturable rewards with d rad = 10 points (bottom). Compare with multi-reward arena simulations in Fig. 5a . NeuroSwarms parameters: D max = 1.5, σ = 2, κ = 6.6, g c = 0.1, g r = 0.1, g s = 0.8; Table 1 in a neural network and the physical distance relation in a multi-agent group allowed construction of a neural activation and learning model for the motion of artificial mobile agents. The single-entity paradigm of this model (Sect. 2.6.1) may support predictions for spatial learning experiments. For example, our model behavior predicts that reduced theta frequency during novelty exposure (Jeewajee et al. 2008; Penley et al. 2013 ) would correlate to larger trajectory-centered shifts in place-cell activity compared to familiar environments. Swarms governed by NeuroSwarms self-organize into emergent, transitory configurations in position and phase that directly recall spatial attractor dynamics (Zhang 1996; Tsodyks 1999; Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997; Hedrick and Zhang 2016; Knierim and Zhang 2012) and sequential oscillatory phenomena (O'Keefe and Recce 1993; Foster and Wilson 2007; Drieu et al. 2018; Monaco et al. 2019a ) that have been theorized to operate within hippocampal circuits. We explicitly designed NeuroSwarms to combine features of attractor maps and oscillatory computing using robust transformations (e.g., the spatial kernels of distance converted to synaptic strengths in (3) and (4)). The resulting model self-organized into a variety of dynamic spatiotemporal structures that recombined in complex patterns while supporting goal-finding navigation in our simulated environments. A weakness of the presented implementation was Fig. 7 Behavioral adaptability of multi-agent swarming in the hairpin maze. Across the first 60 s of simulation (frames are shown from Supplementary Video 10), a local cluster that initialized in a corridor without rewards transitioned from random swarming behaviors to directed navigation (magenta arrows). The transition occurred when agents passed a corner into line-of-sight of the reward in the adjacent corridor (between t = 41.43 and t = 48.99 s). Exploratory ring formations were driven by cue heterogeneity and swarming, whereas directed trajectory sequences were oriented by reward approach. NeuroSwarms parameters: duration = 300.0, D max = 1.5, σ = 2, κ = 6.6, g c = 0.1, g r = 0.1, g s = 0.8; Table 1 (color figure online) the use of a global, shared oscillation without allowing for noise, drift, or independent perturbations (cf. Zilli and Hasselmo 2010; Monaco et al. , 2019a . A more decentralized approach might utilize resonant agent-oscillators that self-organize local oscillations depending on available information, task requirements, or context. Such bottom-up oscillations might aggregate into a global, swarm-wide oscillation under certain conditions, which should be studied in future models.
Neural phase-organized swarming enables complex and heterogeneous behaviors
NeuroSwarms comprises several dynamical mechanisms that are distinct from previous swarming oscillator models. First, the weight normalization of the learning rules (13) and (14) is due to a quadratic activation term that divisively depresses connection strengths (Oja 1982 (3)), resulting in uniform repulsion and characteristic hexagonal tiling of agents in static states. This homogeneity of swarmalator configurations may preclude the emergence of complex transitory states as observed in NeuroSwarms simulations. Second, phase synchronization in NeuroSwarms is intermediated by a process of neural activation. That is, net inputs drive activation (11), activation drives phase modulation (12), and the phase differences between agent pairs drive input levels (7). Thus, agents have both an intensity value (activation, analogous to neuronal firing rate) and a timing value (phase, analogous to spike timing, because spiking can be reduced to a phase description of the membrane voltage limit cycle). The link between activation and phase thus corresponds to the coupling between firing rate and theta phase observed in phaser cells (Monaco et al. 2019a ). In NeuroSwarms, therefore, activation-driven attractor dynamics are simultaneously transduced into phase-driven spatial patterns that feed back to activation and local attractor states.
Future quantitative studies are required, but the causal loop described above may facilitate the observed complexity and transitory nature of swarming behaviors. In contrast, swarmalator models use local Kuramoto synchronization (or desynchronization) to achieve several spatial configurations (O'Keeffe et al. 2017, cf. their Eq. (4) ). Swarmalator phase differences are directly coupled to agent motion, which may account for simpler dynamics in which swarmalators asymptotically approach stable dynamical states O'Keeffe et al. 2017) . Thus, direct phase-coupled swarming may benefit from stable and predictable dynamics, whereas neural swarming mechanisms may enable complex spatial behaviors appropriate for navigation in uncertain environments.
Cognitive swarming control for large-scale groups of small-scale platforms
We presented, at a high level, our integration of theoretical concepts from neuroscience as applied to general search problems of autonomous navigation in environments more complex than typical animal spatial cognition experiments. We asked whether the resulting dynamics might bridge critical gaps in existing neurally inspired and/or algorithmic approaches, such as limitations on online replanning and the need for resilient distributed communication strategies. To leverage inertial, energetic, and cost benefits of smallscale robots, future applications of autonomous technologies may depend on coordinating large numbers of agents with minimal onboard sensing and communication resources. However, a challenge for autonomous multi-robot groups is that state-of-the-art control schemes break down as platforms are scaled down (decreasing agent resources) and the numerical size of groups is scaled up (increasing communication and coordination requirements) (Murray 2007; Hamann et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2018; Chung et al. 2018) . The design of our NeuroSwarms model explored the conjecture that a similar distributed scaling problem may have been solved by the evolved neural architecture of mammalian brains. Compared to signal comprehension, signal production errors may be particularly deleterious to large-scale, distributed computations (Salahshour et al. 2019) . Thus, onboard suites for future 'cognitive swarming' platforms based on Neu-roSwarms principles should emphasize reliable transmission of low-bandwidth data packets (e.g., spikes or continuous phase signals). Low-fidelity inputs are more easily compen-sated by distributed processing; i.e., sensor designs should emphasize energy and cost to maximize deployment duration and swarm size.
Our demonstrations suggest that bottom-up, self-organized dynamics based on attractor maps and oscillatory computing open a novel path of inquiry into autonomous control. However, there are substantial estimation challenges related to, e.g., cue and reward signals, given the uncertainty of real-world environments. Future studies will be needed to understand how a NeuroSwarms system might address distributed computations including consensus, resetting, and map reconsolidation; such challenges might find more 'neural' interpretations that facilitate novel solutions.
Conclusions
By analogizing agents and swarms to neurons and networks, we showed that a high-level neural approach to distributed autonomous control produces complex dynamics with navigational value. This analogy permitted the tools of theoretical neuroscience to be leveraged in developing a model controller of an artificial swarming system. The NeuroSwarms controller required two features to support cognitive swarming: (1) an internal phase state and (2) decoupling of physical location from internal self-localization. These features allowed spatial configurations of agents to be understood as attractor maps with a global oscillation, analogous to the auto-associative spatial memory and theta rhythm of hippocampal networks. Phase-based organization further leveraged the bottom-up versatility of phase-coupled mobile oscillators O'Keeffe et al. 2017; Monaco et al. 2019b ). Our key insight, however, was that swarm motion can be interpreted as a mobile variation of Hebbian learning, given a natural translation between spatial relationships in a swarm and connectivity relationships in a neuronal network (Sects. 2.1, 2.4). Thus, theorized hippocampal phenomena such as attractor map formation and oscillatory sequence generation provide a framework for advances in decentralized swarm control and, reciprocally, the theoretical neuroscience of spatial navigation in large or complex environments. cate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article's Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article's Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecomm ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
